To

All concerned Principals
Affiliated with PBTE,
Lahore.

Subject: Published Textbooks for Related Studies & Technical Subjects of DAE Technologies (1st & 2nd Year)

In pursuance of letter No. TEVTA/Acad/Cur/6-195/PI/P dated 19-02-2015 on the subject noted above.

It is informed that the following "Related Studies" and "Technical Subjects Textbooks / Manuals" approved by TEVTA for DAE (1st & 2nd Year) have been published by the National Book Foundation (NBF), Islamabad.

- Text Book of Applied Mathematics-II (Math-233)
- Text Book of Engineering Materials & Construction (Civil-123)
- Text Book of Workshop Practice (ET-146)
- Practical Manual of Workshop Practice (ET-146)
- Practical Manual of Engineering Drawing & CAD (ELTR-132)

It is clarified that there is no change in the course contents of subjects mentioned above; only "Related Studies Subjects Text Books" and "Technical Subjects Text Books / Manuals" have been approved by TEVTA and published by National Book Foundation (NBF) Islamabad. The same are available at National Book Foundation, Lower Ground Floor, Awan-e-Iqbal Complex, Egerton Road Lahore (042-99203863) and other regional offices.

October 26, 2015

Senior Research Officer

To

1. PA to Secretary PBTE, Lahore.
2. PA to Controller of Examinations, PBTE, Lahore.
3. PA to General Manager (Academics) TEVTA Lahore.
4. Zonal Managers (North, Central, South) TEVTA.
5. All District Managers TEVTA with the request to circulate the same at all Institutes of their concerned districts.
7. Deputy Controller of Examinations (Conduct), PBTE Lahore.
8. Deputy Controller of Examinations (Secrecy), PBTE Lahore.
9. In-Charge Computer Section, PBTE, Lahore.
10. Chief Secretary Officer, PBTE Lahore.
11. Assistant Controller of Examination (Technical) PBTE, Lahore.
12. Assistant Controller of Examination (Conduct) PBTE, Lahore.
13. Assistant Controller of Examination (Secrecy) PBTE, Lahore.
15. Assistant Secretary (Recognition) PBTE, Lahore.
16. Assistant Secretary (Certificate) PBTE, Lahore.
17. Assistant Secretary (Registration) PBTE, Lahore.
18. Assistant Secretary (Record & Verification) PBTE, Lahore.
19. Web Administrator, PBTE Lahore to upload on Board website.
20. PRO PBTE Lahore for Publication in Print Media.